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 Example of a completed TbD plan for one of
the lessons (Lesson 6) will be shown
 Subject: Java Programming
 Type of students: Adult Learners (part-time
study)
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Demo: Actual Implementation
A cognitive tutor is a tutoring system that coach the
students and utilizes a cognitive model to provide
feedback to students as they are working through
problems. This feedback will immediately inform
students of the correctness, or incorrectness, of
their actions
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 Support  human-like interactive dialog 
 Running conversation, complete with probing questions, positive 
and negative feedback,  follow-up questions and requests for 
explanation
 Learners  actively construct knowledge through conversation with 
the CTs  in order to solve a programming problem in the “one-to-
one” session of the problem-solving process for more than 1 hour.
 The cognitive tutors are also support animated-based explanation 
and visualizations
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Most of CTs are built-up from the previous lessons
Constructivism: Meaning cannot be taught; it must be
fashioned by the learner via artful design and effective
coaching by the teacher
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 Teaching including online teaching is always 
“by hope” as opposed to “by design”
 Learning is activity, but unfortunately there is 
no meaning in the learning activity
 Meaning cannot be taught; it must be 
fashioned by the learner via artful design and 
effective coaching by the teacher
 Teachers must transform themselves as a 
designer
 Cognitive Tutors come handy to support TbD
even for online teaching
 My entry entitled "Teaching by Design through Cognitive 
Tutors“ has been selected as the winning research for 
IUCEL 2017 e-Learning award under the Best e-Learning 
Facilitator Award during the 2nd International University 
Carnival  on E-Learning 2017 (IUCEL 2017), organized by 
Ministry of Higher Education of Malaysia,  Malaysian e-
Learning Council for Public Universities and Malaysia E-
Learning Centre.
 [Finalist] Teaching by design via Cognitive Tutors
2018 International Conference on Open and Innovative 
Education (ICOIE 2018) for the Innovative Practices Award 
Competition  [July 2018,  Hong Kong]
 [Finalist] MSC-APICTA 2018 for the Education category
I hear and I forget. 
I see and I remember. 
I do and I understand.
Chinese proverb
